Western Connecticut State U. 5, Bridgewater State University 4

Date: 10/18/2023
Time: 2:30 PM
Location: Bridgewater, Mass.
Arena: Rosen Memorial Tennis Courts
Attendance: 25
Officials: 0, Paul Demont

Doubles

#1 Doubles
FINAL  1
Bodhi Kitt / Melanie Grasso [WCSU]  6  
> Madeline Von Ruden / Mackenzie Silveira [BSU]  8

#2 Doubles
FINAL  1
Diana Rebelo / Sophie Charbonneau [WCSU]  5
> Allison Carter / Meghan Lotti [BSU]  8

#3 Doubles
FINAL  1
> Sarah Cipriano / Natalie Paradise [WCSU]  8
Yasmine Queen / Samantha Bettencourt [BSU]  2

Order of Finish: 3, 2, 1

Singles

#1 Singles
FINAL  1  2
> Bodhi Kitt [WCSU]  7  6
Madeline Von Ruden [BSU]  5  4

#2 Singles
FINAL  1  2
> Melanie Grasso [WCSU]  7  6
Mackenzie Silveira [BSU]  5  4

#3 Singles
FINAL  1  2  3
> Sarah Cipriano [WCSU]  5  6  6
Allison Carter [BSU]  7  1  4

#4 Singles
FINAL  1  2
> Diana Rebelo [WCSU]  6  6
Yasmine Queen [BSU]  1  3

#5 Singles
FINAL  1  2
Sophie Charbonneau [WCSU]  4  0
> Meghan Lotti [BSU]  6  6

#6 Singles
FINAL  1  2
Natalie Paradise [WCSU]  4  5
> Samantha Bettencourt [BSU]  6  7

Order of Finish: 4, 5, 2, 1, 6, 3